THE WOODLEIGH RESIDENCES AT A GLANCE

The Woodleigh Residences is **Bidadari’s only integrated development with a shopping mall and an MRT station.**

- Jointly developed by renowned developers Kajima and SPH
- Japanese craftsmanship and Singaporean retail experience
- Located in the heart of the Bidadari Estate Master Plan
- 667 residences integrated with shopping mall, MRT and direct access to Singapore’s first underground bus interchange.
- 6,000 square metre Community Club and a 2,190 square metre Neighbourhood Police Centre
- Picturesque views of Alkaff Lake, Bidadari Heritage Walk and Bidadari Park
- 2 to 4 bedrooms available

The Woodleigh Residences is a showcase of thoughtful Japanese architecture with modern conveniences

- It has all the hallmarks of Japanese craftsmanship, a time-honoured tradition:
  - Clean-cut designs and meticulous attention to detail
  - Space-maximising functions
    - **Seamless flushed flooring** from the living room to the balcony. You can extend your dining area to the balcony for a spectacular view of the Alkaff Lake and Bidadari Park.
    - **Extra storage spaces** under the oven and more shelves in a side wardrobe
  - Inter-generational living elements
    - **Non-load bearing walls** that can be knocked down if you need to or redecorate when your children move out; Japanese thoughtfulness has placed the electrical socks away from the non-load bearing walls.
    - **Cantilever wardrobe system** allows you to adjust the wardrobe height when your children grow taller.

Feel at home with nature:

- Community spaces such as a sunken courtyard and the infinity greens
- Balcony glass panels with minimal vertical steel bars provide an uninterrupted view of the park and lake from your living room

Unique living experience:

- Rejuvenate your senses in an **onsen** that overlooks Alkaff Lake and Bidadari park
- Watch your children play in the **Japanese-inspired Sunken Courtyard**
- Catch the sunrise over the **Infinity Greens** from your living room
- Take an evening stroll along the tree-lined **Bidadari Heritage walk**, or stop-by the cafes for a coffee while the sunsets.
- Foster the **community living**. Keep the ‘kampung spirit’ alive and grow food with your neighbours on the rooftop farm